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Abstract
The paper contains an essentially self-contained treatment of Khovanov homology, Khovanov-Lee homology as well as the Rasmussen
invariant for virtual knots and virtual knot cobordisms which directly
applies as well to classical knot and classical knot cobordisms. We give
an alternate formulation for the Manturov definition [34] of Khovanov
homology [25] [26] for virtual knots and links with arbitrary coefficients. This approach uses cut loci on the knot diagram to induce a
conjugation operator in the Frobenius algebra. We use this to show
that a large class of virtual knots with unit Jones polynomial are nonclassical, proving a conjecture in [20] and [10]. We then discuss the
implications of the maps induced in the aforementioned theory to the
universal Frobenius algebra [27] for virtual knots. Next we show how
one can apply the Karoubi envelope approach of Bar-Natan and Morrison [3] on abstract link diagrams [17] with cross cuts to construct the
canonical generators of the Khovanov-Lee homology [30]. Using these
canonical generators we derive a generalization of the Rasmussen invariant [39] for virtual knot cobordisms and generalize Rasmussen’s
result on the slice genus for positive knots to the case of positive virtual knots. It should also be noted that this generalization of the
Rasmussen invariant provides an easy to compute obstruction to knot
cobordisms in Sg × I × I in the sense of Turaev [42].
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Introduction

This paper gives a self-contained introduction to Khovanov homology and a
generalization of Khovanov homology to virtual knot theory. Virtual knot
AMS classification codes: 57M27 , 57M99
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theory is a natural generalization of classical knot theory to the study of
knots in thickened orientable surfaces where embeddings of curves in surfaces are taken up to handle stabilization. We prove a number of new results
for virtual knot theory with implications for classical knots. We have made
every effort to make the paper self-contained, and hence an introduction to
both Khovanov homology, Khovanov-Lee Homology and to the subject of
virtual knots and links. The material in this paper will be of interest to
topologists as an introduction to these subjects and to specialists for the
particular results that we prove.
Khovanov homology was discovered by Michail Khovanov [25] as a categorification of the Jones polynomial [12]. This means that the Jones polynomial can be retrieved from Khovanov homology as a graded Euler characteristic, and indeed the process of forming this homology theory involves
up-leveling many aspects of the Kauffman Bracket (state summation) model
of the Jones polynomial to objects and morphisms in appropriate categories.
The entire collection of states of the bracket polynomial for a given knot diagram becomes a category (see the next section of this paper) and one wants
to measure how this category changes under isotopy of the given diagram of
the knot. The homology theory is a way of measuring this category of states
in such a way that the homology is invariant under isotopies of the knot
diagrams (i.e. invariant under the Reidemeister moves). The resulting construction of Khovanov has a long reach and has led to other categorifications
of other link invariants and to connections with other areas of mathematics.
Khovanov homology detects the classical unknot. That is, if K is a classical
knot diagram and K has trivial Khovanov homology, then K is isotopic to
an unknotted circle. This result was proved by Kronheimer and Mrowka
[29] by relating Khovanov homology with a version of Floer homology for
knots and hence is a proof using aspects of gauge theory. It remains an open
question whether the original Jones polynomial detects classical unknots.
Virtual knot theory studies knots in thickened surfaces. It is a natural extension of classical knot theory which studies knots and links in the
thickened two dimensional sphere (one can remove a point from Euclidean
three-space without disturbing its knot theory). In fact, virtual knot theory uses a natural extension of the diagrammatic representation of classical
knots. Virtual knots can be represented by diagrams with one extra type of
crossing, called virtual. See Figure 41 for examples of diagrams with virtual
crossings. One can think of a virtual crossing in the following way: Imagine
drawing a knot or link diagram on a closed surtace. There will be ordinary
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knot diagrammatic crossings on this surface. However if you project this
surface to a plane then curves that wind around the surface will sometimes
create shadow crossings when there is no corresponding crossing on the surface itself. Such crossings in the projection are labeled virtual crossings.
Taking diagrams with virtual crossings, one can define a set of moves (See
Figure 7) for them so that two virtual diagrams are equivalent via these
extended moves if and only if the corresponding knots or links in thickened
surfaces are stably equivalent (meaning equivalent up to ambient isotopy in
the thickened surfaces plus adding or subtracting 1-handles from the thickened surface in the complement of the embedding for the knot or link). The
diagrammatic interpretation of virtual knot theory is convenient for many
purposes since one can analyze invariants of virtual knots by working with
the moves. In particular, since Khovanov homology is defined in terms of
bracket states for the classical diagrams, one can make generalizations of
it for virtual knots and links by working with the virtual diagrams. We
accomplish this construction in the body of the paper. Our construction of
Khovanov homology for virtual knots is a reformulation of the theory developed by Vassily Manturov in [34]. The reader interested in seeing more
background about virtual knot theory can consult [10, 22, 36].
One of the simplest extensions of an invariant of classical knots to virtual knots is the extension of the bracket polynomial [22]. Here one uses
the usual expansion of the bracket polynomial at the classical crossings and
evaluates the resulting loops with virtual crossings by counting the number
of loops just as in the classical case. This gives rise to a definition of the
Jones polynomial for virtual knots. Remarkably there is a construction [22]
that yields infinitely many non-trivial virtual knots with unit Jones polynomial. The construction chooses a subset S of crossings from a classical
knot diagram K such that the classical knot diagram S(K) obtained by
switching all the crossings in S is unknotted (this can always be done with a
classical diagram). Then we apply a construction called virtualization to the
crossings in S (replacing a crossing by adding a virtual crossing on either
side), as shown in Figure 24, to obtain a virtual knot V irt(K). One can
show that V irt(K) is non-trivial and has unit Jones polynomial. This leads
the question of finding out whether V irt(K) is classical or non-classical, and
if non-classical one would like find out its virtual genus where the virtual
genus of a virtual knot is the least genus thickened surface in which it can
be represented. The virtual knots of genus zero are the classical knots. We
have conjectured that when K is a non-trivial classical knot, then all the
knots of type V irt(K) have genus greater than zero, that is, they are not
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classical. If V irt(K) were classical for some K, then V irt(K) would be a
classical non-trivial knot with unit Jones polynomial. In this paper we prove
that the knots of the form V irt(K) are all of virtual genus greater than one,
by using our version of Khovanov homology for virtual knots, coupled with
the theorem of Kronheimer and Mrowka that standard Khovanov homology
detects the classical unknot. From our point of view this is a good resolution of the problem. It remains to find the genus and other properties of the
knots V irt(K) but we now know that they are all non-classical.
Rasmussen [39], by using Khovanov homology and a variant due to Lee
[30] was able to create a new invariant of knots and links and to prove that
positive classical links have four-ball genus equal to the genus of the Seifert
spanning surface of the link in three dimensional space. Recall that the
four-ball genus of a classical link is the least genus of a tamely embedded
surface in the four-ball that bounds the link in three-space. This work of
Rasmussen gives an elementary proof of a conjecture of Milnor about torus
links. In this paper, we give a self-contained treatment of the Rasmussen
invariant in the classical case and we generalize it to virtual knots and links.
We give a definition of the virtual four-ball genus of virtual link and a notion of the virtual Seifert surface of a virtual link. We prove an analogue to
the Rasmussen Theorem to the effect that a positive virtual link has virtual
four-ball genus equal to the genus of its virtual Seifert surface. This marks
the beginning of an investigation of Rasmussen invariants for virtual links
that will continue in other papers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses background material, including the bracket polynomial, classical Khovanov homology and the basics of virtual knot theory. Section 3 constructs Khovanov
homology for virtual knots and links and proves the theorem alluded to above
about the non-classicality of V irt(K) examples of virtual knots with unit
Jones polynomial. Section 4 constructs Lee Homology for virtual knots and
our generalization of the Rasmussen invariant. Section 5 discusses virtual
knot cobordism starting from the formulation given in [23]. In Section 6
we then combine this with the work of Section 4 to prove our result about
positive virtual links. The appendix handles certain technical points about
well-definition of the generalized Khovanov homology.
Remark. It is curious that the original verision of Khovanov homology for
classical knots is tied to the plane in such a way that it must be subtlety
modified in order to extend to virtual knots. This is a property not shared
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by the sl(n) generalization of Khovanov and Rozansky. Here we have made
the best compromise that we know in extending Khovanov homology to virtual and hence to knots embedded in thickened surfaces.

2
2.1

Background
Bracket and Jones Polynomials

The bracket polynomial [19] model for the Jones polynomial [12, 13, 14, 44]
is usually described by the expansion
h

i = Ah

i + A−1 h

i

Here the small diagrams indicate parts of an otherwise identical larger knot
or link diagrams. The two types of smoothing (local diagram with no crossing) in this formula are said to be of type A (A above) and type B (A−1
above).
h i = −A2 − A−2
i = (−A2 − A−2 )hKi

hK
h
h

i = (−A3 )h
i = (−A−3 )h

i
i

One uses these equations to normalize the invariant and make a model of
the Jones polynomial. In the normalized version we define
fK (A) = (−A3 )−wr(K) hKi/h i
where the writhe wr(K) is the sum of the oriented crossing signs for a
choice of orientation of the link K. Since we shall not use oriented links in
this paper, we refer the reader to [19] for the details about the writhe. One
then has that fK (A) is invariant under the Reidemeister moves (again see
[19]) and the original Jones polynomial VK (t) is given by the formula
VK (t) = fK (t−1/4 ).
The Jones polynomial has been of great interest since its discovery in 1983
due to its relationships with statistical mechanics, its ability to often detect
the difference between a knot and its mirror image, and the many open problems and relationships of this invariant with other aspects of low dimensional
topology.
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2.1.1

The State Summation

In order to obtain a closed formula for the bracket, we now describe it
as a state summation. Let K be any unoriented link diagram. Define a
state, S, of K to be the collection of planar loops resulting from a choice
of smoothing for each crossing of K. There are two choices (A and B) for
smoothing a given crossing, and thus there are 2c(K) states of a diagram with
c(K) crossings. In a state we label each smoothing with A or A−1 according
to the convention indicated by the expansion formula for the bracket. These
labels are the vertex weights of the state. There are two evaluations related
to a state. The first is the product of the vertex weights, denoted hK|Si.
The second is the number of loops in the state S, denoted ||S||.
Define the state summation, hKi, by the formula
hKi =

X

< K|S > δ||S||

S

−A2

A−2 .

where δ =
−
This is the state expansion of the bracket. It is
possible to rewrite this expansion in other ways. For our purposes in this
paper it is more convenient to think of the loop evaluation as a sum of
two loop evaluations, one giving −A2 and one giving −A−2 . This can be
accomplished by letting each state curve carry an extra label of +1 or −1.
We describe these enhanced states in Section 2.1.3.

Figure 1: Reidemeister moves
2.1.2

Changing Variables

Letting c(K) denote the number of crossings in the diagram K. If we replace
hKi by A−c(K) hKi and A2 by −q −1 the bracket is then rewritten in the
following form:
h i = h i − qh i
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with h i = (q + q −1 ). It is useful to use this form of the bracket state
sum for the sake of the grading in the Khovanov homology (to be described
below). We shall continue to refer to the smoothings labeled q (or A−1 in
the original bracket formulation) as B-smoothings.
We catalog here the resulting behaviour of this modified bracket under
the Reidemeister moves.
h i = q + q −1
hK

i = (q + q −1 )hKi

h

i = q −1 h

i

h

i = −q 2 h

i

h

i = −qh

h

i=h

i
i

It follows that if we define
JK (q) = (−1)n− q n+ −2n− hKi,
where n− denotes the number of negative crossings in K and n+ denotes
the number of positive crossings in K, then JK is invariant under all three
Reidemeister moves. Thus JK is a version of the Jones polynomial taking
the value q + q −1 on an unknotted cycle.
2.1.3

Using Enhanced States

We now use the convention of enhanced states where an enhanced state has
a label of 1 or −1 on each of its component loops. We then regard the value
of the loop q + q −1 as the sum of the value of a cycle labeled with a 1 (the
value is q) added to the value of a cycle labeled with an −1 (the value is
q −1 ). We could have chosen the less neutral labels of +1 and X so that
q +1 ⇐⇒ +1 ⇐⇒ 1
and
q −1 ⇐⇒ −1 ⇐⇒ X,
since an algebra involving 1 and X naturally appears later in relation to
Khovanov homology. It does no harm to take this form of labeling from the
beginning. The use of enhanced states for formulating Khovanov homology
was pointed out by Oleg Viro [43].
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Consider the form of the expansion of this version of the bracket polynomial in enhanced states. We have the formula as a sum over enhanced
states s :
X
hKi =
(−1)i(s) q j(s)
s

where i(s) is the number of B-type smoothings in s and j(s) = i(s) + λ(s),
with λ(s) the number of loops labeled 1 minus the number of loops labeled
X in the enhanced state s.
One advantage of the expression of the bracket polynomial via enhanced
states is that it is now a sum of monomials. We shall make use of this
property throughout the rest of the paper.

2.2
2.2.1

Khovanov Homology for Classical Knots
The Jones polynomial as the Euler Characteristic of Khovanov homology

In this section, we describe Khovanov homology along the lines of [25] [1],
and we tell the story so that the gradings and the structure of the differential emerge in a natural way. This approach to motivating the Khovanov
homology uses elements of Khovanov’s original approach, Viro’s use of enhanced states for the bracket polynomial [43], and Bar-Natan’s emphasis on
tangle cobordisms [1][2]. The first and third named author’s used similar
considerations in their paper [9] and the third author used this approach
in his paper [21]. Here we include a similar exposition as in [21] to provide a complete picture and allow us to compare the standard approach to
Khovanov homology for classical knots to that of virtual knots. As we shall
see in Section 3, the standard approach fails for virtual knots but we will
be able to recover the homology theory via an alternate method. Namely
the introduction of local and global orientation and orderings, which act
analogously to local coefficient systems.
A key motivation in finding the Khovanov invariant is that one would
like to categorify a link polynomial such as hKi. There are many meanings
to the term categorify, but here the quest is to find a way to express the
link polynomial as a graded Euler characteristic hKi = χq hKh(K)i for some
homology theory associated with hKi.
We will use the bracket polynomial and its enhanced states as described
in the previous sections of this paper. To see how the Khovanov grading
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arises, consider the form of the expansion of this version of the bracket
polynomial in enhanced states. We have the formula as a sum over enhanced
states s :
X
hKi =
(−1)i(s) q j(s)
s

where i(s) is the number of B-type smoothings in s, λ(s) is the number
of loops in s labeled 1 minus the number of loops labeled X, and j(s) =
i(s) + λ(s). This can be rewritten in the following form:
X
hKi =
(−1)i q j dim(C ij )
i ,j

where we define C ij to be the linear span (over the complex numbers for the
purpose of this paper, but over the integers or the integers modulo two for
other contexts) of the set of enhanced states with i(s) = i and j(s) = j.
Then the number of such states is the dimension of C ij denoted: dim(C ij ).
We would like to have a bigraded complex composed of the C ij with a differential
∂ : C ij −→ C i+1 j .
The differential should increase the homological grading i by 1 and preserve
the quantum grading j. Then we could write
X
X X
q j χ(C • j ),
(−1)i dim(C ij ) =
qj
hKi =
j

j

i

where χ(C • j ) is the Euler characteristic of the subcomplex C • j for a fixed
value of j.
This formula would constitute a categorification of the bracket polynomial.
Below, we shall see how the original Khovanov differential ∂ is uniquely
determined by the restriction that j(∂s) = j(s) for each enhanced state s.
Since j is preserved by the differential, these subcomplexes C • j have their
own Euler characteristics and homology. We have
χ(Kh(C • j )) = χ(C • j )
where Kh(C • j ) denotes the Khovanov homology of the complex C • j . We
can write
X
hKi =
q j χ(Kh(C • j )).
j
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The last formula expresses the bracket polynomial as a graded Euler characteristic of a homology theory associated with the enhanced states of the
bracket state summation. This is the categorification of the bracket polynomial. Khovanov proves that this homology theory is an invariant of knots
and links (via the Reidemeister moves of Figure 1), creating a new and
stronger invariant than the original Jones polynomial.
We will construct the differential in this complex first for mod-2 coefficients. What we do for mod-2 immediately generalizes to give the differentials over the integers by adding appropriate signs. The differential is based
on regarding two states as adjacent if one differs from the other by a single
smoothing at some site. Thus if (s, τ ) denotes a pair consisting in an enhanced state s and site τ of that state with τ of type A, then we consider all
enhanced states s′ obtained from s by smoothing at τ and relabeling only
those loops that are affected by the resmoothing. Call this set of enhanced
states S ′ [s, τ ]. Then we shall define the partial differential ∂τ (s) as a sum
over certain elements in S ′ [s, τ ], and the differential by the formula
X
∂(s) =
∂τ (s)
τ

with the sum over all type A sites τ in s. It then remains to see what are
the possibilities for ∂τ (s) so that j(s) is preserved.
Note that if s′ ∈ S ′ [s, τ ], then i(s′ ) = i(s) + 1. Thus
j(s′ ) = i(s′ ) + λ(s′ ) = 1 + i(s) + λ(s′ ).
From this we conclude that j(s) = j(s′ ) if and only if λ(s′ ) = λ(s) − 1. Using
this notation we have
λ(s) = [s : +] − [s : −]
where [s : +] is the number of loops in s labeled 1, [s : −] is the number of
loops labeled X and j(s) = i(s) + λ(s).
Proposition 2.1. The partial differentials ∂τ (s) are uniquely determined
by the condition that j(s′ ) = j(s) for all s′ involved in the action of the
partial differential on the enhanced state s. This unique form of the partial differential can be described by the following structures of multiplication
and co-multiplication on the algebra V = k[X]/(X 2 ) where k = Z/2Z for
mod-2 coefficients, k = Z for integral coefficients, or k = C for arbitrary
coefficients.
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1. The element 1 is a multiplicative unit and X 2 = 0.
2. ∆(1) = 1 ⊗ X + X ⊗ 1 and ∆(X) = X ⊗ X.
These rules describe the local relabeling process for loops in a state. Multiplication corresponds to the case where two loops merge to a single loop, while
co-multiplication corresponds to the case where one loop bifurcates into two
loops.
Proof. Using the above description of the differential, suppose that there are
two loops at τ that merge in the smoothing. If both loops are labeled 1 in s
then the local contribution to λ(s) is 2. Let s′ denote a smoothing in S[s, τ ].
In order for the local λ contribution to become 1, we see that the merged
loop must be labeled 1. Similarly if the two loops are labeled 1 and X, then
the merged loop must be labeled X so that the local contribution for λ goes
from 0 to −1. Finally, if the two loops are labeled X and X, then there is
no label available for a single loop that will give −3, so we define ∂ to be
zero in this case. We can summarize the result by saying that there is a
multiplicative structure m such that m(1 ⊗ 1) = 1, m(1 ⊗ X) = m(X ⊗ 1) =
X, m(X ⊗ X) = 0, and this multiplication describes the structure of the
partial differential when two loops merge. Since this is the multiplicative
structure of the algebra V = k[X]/(X 2 ), we take this algebra as summarizing
the differential.
Now consider the case where s has a single loop at the site τ. Smoothing
produces two loops. If the single loop is labeled X, then we must label each
of the two loops by X in order to make λ decrease by 1. If the single loop
is labeled 1, then we can label the two loops by X and 1 in either order. In
this second case we take the partial differential of s to be the sum of these
two labeled states. This structure can be described by taking a coproduct
structure with ∆(X) = X ⊗ X and ∆(1) = 1 ⊗ X + X ⊗ 1. We now have
the algebra V = k[X]/(X 2 ) with product m : V ⊗ V −→ V and coproduct
∆ : V −→ V ⊗ V, describing the differential completely.
Partial differentials are defined on each enhanced state s and a site τ of
type A in that state. We consider states obtained from the given state by
smoothing the given site τ . The result of smoothing τ is to produce a new
state s′ with one more site of type B than s. Forming s′ from s we either
amalgamate two loops to a single loop at τ , or we divide a loop at τ into
two distinct loops. In the case of amalgamation, the new state s acquires
the label on the amalgamated cycle that is the product of the labels on the
11

two cycles that are its ancestors in s. This case of the partial differential
is described by the multiplication in the algebra. If one cycle becomes two
cycles, then we apply the coproduct. Thus if the cycle is labeled X, then the
resultant two cycles are each labeled X corresponding to ∆(X) = X ⊗ X.
If the original cycle is labeled 1 then we take the partial boundary to be
a sum of two enhanced states with labels 1 and X in one case, and labels
X and 1 in the other case, on the respective cycles. This corresponds to
∆(1) = 1 ⊗ X + X ⊗ 1. Modulo two, the boundary of an enhanced state is
the sum, over all sites of type A in the state, of the partial boundaries at
these sites. It is not hard to verify directly that the square of the boundary
mapping is zero (this is the identity of mixed partials!) and that it behaves as
advertised, keeping j(s) constant. There is more to say about the nature of
this construction with respect to Frobenius algebras and tangle cobordisms.

A

A

-1
A

∆

m
A

A-1

-1
A

Figure 2: Saddle points and state smoothings

In Figures 2, 3, and 4 we illustrate how the partial boundaries can be
conceptualized in terms of surface cobordisms. Figure 2 shows how the
partial boundary corresponds to a saddle point and illustrates the two cases
of fusion and fission of cycles. The equality of mixed partials corresponds
to topological equivalence of the corresponding surface cobordisms, and to
the relationships between Frobenius algebras [28] and the surface cobordism
category. In particular, in Figure 4 we show how in a key case of two sites
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∆

m

m

∆

1

∆

1

m

G

F

Figure 3: Surface cobordisms

Figure 4: Local boundaries commute
(labeled 1 and 2 in that Figure) the two orders of partial boundary are
∂2 ∂1 = (1 ⊗ m) ◦ (∆ ⊗ 1)
and
∂1 ∂2 = ∆ ◦ m.
In the Frobenius algebra V = k[X]/(X 2 ) we have the identity
(1 ⊗ m) ◦ (∆ ⊗ 1) = ∆ ◦ m.
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Thus the Frobenius algebra implies the identity of the mixed partials. Furthermore, in Figure 3 we see that this identity corresponds to the topological
equivalence of cobordisms under an exchange of saddle points.
a

1
ε

ε(a)
counit ε

ι
1V

Evaluations at
successive levels.
Identity from topology.

unit ι
a

a

=

a

∆(a) = Σa1
a2
Σε(a1) a2
m( Σε(a1) a2 ) = a

Using special case of a=1, we obtain:
m( ε(1) x + ε(x) 1) = 1
ε(1)x + ε(x)1 = 1
ε(1) = 0
ε(x) = 1
1
1
1 x+x
ε(1V ) = 0

1

2x
ε(2x) = 2

Figure 5: Unit and counit as cobordisms
In Figures 5 and 6 we show another aspect of this algebra. As Figure 5
illustrates, we can consider cup (minimum) and cap (maximum) cobordisms
that go between the empty set and a single cycle. With the categorical
arrow going down the page, the cap is a mapping from the base ring k to
the module V and we denote this mapping by ι : k −→ V . It is the unit for
the algebra V and is defined by ι(1) = 1V , taking 1 in k to 1V in V. The
cup is a mapping from V to k and is denoted by ǫ : V −→ k. This is the
counit. As Figure 5 illustrates, we need a basic identity about the counit
which reads
Σǫ(a1 )a2 = a
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a

b

a

b

=

a

b

+

ε(ab) = ε(ax)ε(b) + ε(a)ε(bx)

=

=

+

+

Figure 6: The tube cutting relation

for any a ∈ V where
∆(a) = Σa1 ⊗ a2 .
We will often supress the summation symbol and write ∆(a) = a1 ⊗ a2 .
The summation is over an appropriate set of elements in V ⊗ V as in our
specific formulas for the algebra k[X]/(X 2 ). Of course we also demand
Σa1 ǫ(a2 ) = a
for any a ∈ V. With these formulas about the counit and unit in place, we see
that cobordisms will give equivalent algebra when one cancels a maximum
or a minimum with a saddle point, again as shown in Figure 5.
Note that for our algebra V = k[X]/(X 2 ), it follows from the counit
identities of the last paragraph that
ǫ(1) = 0
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and
ǫ(X) = 1.
In fact, Figure 6 shows a formula that holds in this special algebra. The
formula reads
ǫ(ab) = ǫ(aX)ǫ(b) + ǫ(a)ǫ(bX)
for any a, b ∈ V. As the rest of Figure 6 shows, this identity means that a
single tube in any cobordism can be cut, replacing it by a cups and a caps
in a linear combination of two terms. The tube-cutting relation is shown in
its most useful form at the bottom of Figure 6. In Figure 6, the black dots
are symbols standing for the special element X in the algebra.
It is important to note that we have a nonsingular pairing
h | i : V ⊗ V −→ k
defined by the equation
ha|bi = ǫ(ab).
One can define a Frobenius algebra by starting with the existence of a nonsingular bilinear pairing. In fact, a finite dimensional associative algebra
with unit defined over a unital commutative ring k is said to be a Frobenius
algebra if it is equipped with a non-degenerate bilinear form
h | i : V ⊗ V −→ k
such that
hab|ci = ha|bci
for all a, b, c in the algebra. The other mappings and the interpretation in
terms of cobordisms can all be constructed from this definition. See [28].
Remark 2.1. Now that the mixed partials commute, they will continue to
commute over the integers. By adding signs we can make the squares anticommute.
2.2.2

Remark on Grading and Invariance

In Section 2.1 we showed how the bracket, using the variable q, behaves
under Reidemeister moves. These formulas correspond to how the invariance
of the homology works in relation to the moves. We have that
JK (q) = (−1)n− q n+ −2n− hKi,
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where n− denotes the number of negative crossings in K and n+ denotes
the number of positive crossings in K. J(K) is invariant under all three
Reidemeister moves. The corresponding formulas for Khovanov homology
are as follows
JK (q) = (−1)n− q n+ −2n− hKi
X
(−1)i q j dim(Khi,j (K))
= (−1)n− q n+ −2n−
i,j

X
=
(−1)i+n− q j+n+ −2n− dim(Khi,j (K))
i,j

X
=
(−1)i q j dim(Khi−n− ,j−n+ +2n− (K)).
i,j

It is often more convenient to define the Poincaré polynomial for Khovanov
homology via
X
PK (t, q) =
ti q j dim(Khi−n− ,j−n++2n− (K)).
i,j

The Poincaré polynomial is a two-variable polynomial invariant of knots and
links, generalizing the Jones polynomial. Each coefficient
dim(Khi−n− ,j−n++2n− (K))
is an invariant of the knot, invariant under all three Reidemeister moves. In
fact, the homology groups
Khi−n− ,j−n++2n− (K)
are knot invariants. The grading compensations show how the grading of the
homology can change from diagram to diagram for diagrams that represent
the same knot. For notational convenience this is often denoted by Kh(K) =
JKK[−n− ]{n+ − 2n− } [1].

2.3

Virtual Knot Theory

Kauffman [20] introduced virtual knots and links as a natural extension of
classical knot theory. The following formulations of virtual knot theory can
be though of as equivalent:
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1. Equivalence classes of embeddings of closed curves in a thickened surface (possibly non-orientable) up to ambient isotopy and handle stabilization on the surface.
2. Signed oriented Gauss codes taken up to the equivalence relations generated by the abstract Reidemeister moves on such codes.
Diagrammatically we can represent virtual knots as projections of embeddings of closed curves in a thickened surface modulo the Reidemeister
moves in Figure 1 and virtual Reidemeister moves in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Virtual Reidemeister moves

3
3.1

Khovanov Homology for Virtual Knots
Single Cycle Smoothings

Extending Khovanov homology to virtual knots for arbitrary coefficients is
complicated by the single cycle smoothing as depicted in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Single cycle smoothing
We define a map for this smoothing η : V −→ V . In order to preserve
the quantum grading (j(s′ ) = j(s)) η is the zero map.
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Remark 3.1. Note that algebraic system for Khovanov homology for virtual
knots is, strictly speaking, no longer a Frobenius system due to presence
of the single-cycle smoothing. Rather it is a Frobenius system plus an η
map satisfying the property that the resulting homology theory for virtual
knots is well-defined. Here we consider only the homology theory related to
η(a) = 0 for all a and thus will still call such a system a Frobenius system
and the associated algebra a Frobenious algebra. We will be discussing the
general case in an upcoming paper.
Consider the following complex arising from the 2-crossing virtual unknot:

η

η

∆

m

Figure 9: Khovanov complex for the two-crossing virtual unknot
Composing along the top and right we have
η ◦ η = 0.
But composing along the opposite sides we see
m ◦ ∆(1) = m(1 ⊗ X + X ⊗ 1) = X + X = 2X.
Hence the complex does not naturally commute or anti-commute.
When the base ring is Z2 Manturov [33] [36] has shown that the definition of Khovanov homology given in the previous section goes through
unchanged. Using this construction, Manturov also showed that one can
always take the double of the virtual knot or link to get a definition of Khovanov homology [33]. Additionally, Manturov [34] introduced a definition of
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Khovanov homology for (oriented) virtual knots with arbitrary coefficients
that does not require doubling. The following is a reformulation of the latter definition using cut loci. In the remainder of this section we provide a
detailed explanation of this construction.

3.2

Source-Sink Orientations and Cut Loci

Given an oriented virtual knot diagram, assign a source-sink orientation
at each classical crossing, where a source-sink orientation is defined by the
diagram in Figure 10. For more on source-sink structures and virtual knots
see Maturov [32] [36].

Figure 10: Source-sink orientation
We will use the canonical source-sink orientation given in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Canonial source-sink orientation
Using the canonical source-sink orientations we place cut loci on the
semi-arcs of the knot diagram whenever neighboring source-sink orientations disagree. For classical knots, the canonical source-sink orientations
will never produce cut loci. The proof of this is straightforward when the
knot is viewed as a chord diagram. However for virtual knots, cut loci arise
quite naturally.
Figure 12 illustrates this process for a two-crossing virtual knot. Note
that the number of cut loci is fixed for any particular diagram and the
canonical source-sink orientations on the crossings. However, as we will see,
the number of cut loci may change when a Reidemeister move is performed.
Source-sink orientations were originally introduced by Naoko Kamada
[15] [16] and determine a version of checkerboard coloring for virtual knots.
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Figure 12: Cut loci for a two-crossing virtual knot
We note that the source-sink orientations we use can be regarded as a translation of the oriented chord diagrams of Oleg Viro [43].
The source-sink orientations define a local orientation on the semi-arcs
of each enhanced state in the Khovanov complex. Furthermore, for each
enhanced state we select a global orientation by (arbitrarily) choosing a
marked point, not a cut loci, on the cycle. When necessary we will keep
track of the global orientations by placing a (⋆) on the arcs and allowing
the global order to agree with the local order on those arcs. For instance
see Figures 13 and 23. The proof that this can be done arbitrarily follows
from Lemma 6.1. It should be noted that this is similar in spirit to reducing
matrix factorizations in Khovanov-Rozansky sl2 homology. For more about
matrix factorizations and Khovanov-Rozansky sl2 homology see Hughes [11].
When the local and global orientations disagree we introduce a new
operation that we call the bar operation. The bar operation is an operation
on the algebra, not an isomorphism of the algebra, which acts similarly to
complex conjugation and is defined by:
X = −X , 1 = 1.
Hence, in analogy to complex conjugation,
a + bX = a − bX.
Furthermore this operation respects multiplication,
(a + bX)(c + dX) = (a + bX)(c + dX).
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Considering comultiplication, we recall that ∆ respects scalar multiplication but is not an algebra morphism. Considering the standard basis we
see that
∆(1) = ∆(1)

∆(X) = −∆(X).

Furthermore, suppressing summation signs, if ∆(a) = a1 ⊗ a2 and we
denote ∆(a) by a1 ⊗ a2 then for all choices of a1 and a2
∆(a) = a1 ⊗ a2 = −(a1 ⊗ a2 ).
For example,
∆(1) = 1 ⊗ X + X ⊗ 1 = −(1 ⊗ −X + −X ⊗ 1) = −(1 ⊗ X + X ⊗ 1)
and
∆(X) = −∆(X) = −(X ⊗ X) = −(X ⊗ X).
For each differential ∂τ (s) we pre- and post-compose the state with the
barring operation. This allows us to take into account sites that disagree
with the global orientation.
The number of times the barring operation is performed equals the number of cut loci crossed when traversing a path starting at the smoothing
corresponding to the partial differential and ending at the marked point
corresponding the global orientation.
Now recall our problem square. In Figure 13 the global orientation of
each component is marked by a star. Traversing a cut loci results in the
application of the barring operation. Each component is marked with a
global algebra element (for example, a). We compare the global orientation
with the local orientation inherited from the source-sink orientation at each
smoothing to determine when to apply the barring operation. Following
along the top and right hand sides of the diagram we have that η ◦ η(a) = 0
for all choices of a. (Note the choice of global orientation is not important
along this composition.) Following along the left and bottom we need to
show that here we have m ◦ ∆(a) = 0. Looking at ∆ we see the lower
smoothing site in the upper left state has local orientation which agrees
with the global orientation. Similarly, in the lower left state of the diagram
the local orientations agree with the global orientations on both a1 and
a2 . Hence in the ∆ map no compositions with the barring operator are
performed. Looking at m in the lower left state of the diagram we note
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a
η

a

∆

η

a1
a2

m

Figure 13: Oriented Khovanov complex for the two-crossing unknot
that the local orientation agrees with the global orientation on a1 and but
disagrees on a2 (i.e. we must transport a2 past one cut loci in order for it
to be located at the smoothing site corresponding to m). Hence we precompose m with the barring operation on the second element (assuming
a lexicographical ordering on the elements in that state). Finally, in the
lower right hand state, to get from the smoothing site at m to the star
representing the global orientation we must cross a cut loci. Thus we must
also post-compose m with the barring operation.
More precisely
m ◦ ∆(1) = m(1 ⊗ X + X ⊗ 1) = −X + X = 0.
Remark 3.2. We remind the reader that this result is independent of the
placement of stars in Figure 13. Had the stars been placed at a different
location the only change would be the pre- and post-composition with the
bar operation. These changes will occur in pair corresponding to incoming
and outgoing differentials. Hence the final result will remain unchanged.
Recall that it would be enough to show that all faces commute. In fact
this is the standard approach taken with Khovanov homology for classical
knots. In the classical knot case one can then sprinkle signs appropriately
through out the cube complex to produce a well defined homology theory.
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In Figure 9 we have shown that this approach is not possible for virtual
knots due to the presence of the single-cycle smoothing.
Remark 3.3. Guided by the observation mentioned in Figure 13 we no longer
want to show that faces commute, but rather we want to show directly that
all faces anti-commute (i.e. ∂ 2 = 0), negating the need for the sprinkling of
signs. We proceed by attempting to show that all faces of the complex anticommute through the introduction of the bar operation. This procedure will
fail, and hence our use of the term “attempt” in the upcoming lemma. It is
insightful to see how and why this procedure fails in order to motivate the
additional structure introduced in the following section, namely local and
global bases.
The set of all two crossing diagrams (without over-under markings) is
shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Knot diagrams with two flat crossings
First, consider the oriented versions of these two crossing diagrams. We
may reduce the number of cases we need to check by noting that many of
the two crossing complexes commute due to the appearance of η maps along
both paths in the complex. Only the oriented versions of the 6 essential
atoms in Figure 15 result in squares where the composition of maps in the
complexes do not commute due to the presence of these zero maps. (For
more on atoms see Manturov [31].) We have already shown one case in
Figure 13. It is left as an exercise to check the remaining five cases.
Now recall that not all of the faces on a Khovanov complex arise from
oriented two crossing diagrams. Many contra-oriented faces are obtained
through smoothing in a larger complex as, for example, in Figure 16.
Rather than tackling the remaining cases individually we consider the
action of a 90◦ rotation at a crossing as in Figure 17.
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Figure 15: The 6 essential atoms

Figure 16: Contra-oriented face arising from smoothing a Kishino’s knot

→

Figure 17: 90◦ rotation of a crossing
Here we attempt to show that a 90◦ rotation at a crossing does not
effect the commutativity of the face of the Khovanov complex. With the
current structure this method will fail. However it is informative to see why
this fails. This attempt at a proof will motivate the additional structure
introduced in the following section.
Lemma (90◦ Lemma). A 90◦ rotation on the orientation of a crossing does
not change the anti-commutativity of a face of a Khovanov complex. Fur25

thermore every face of a Khovanov complex is anti-commutative.
Attempt of Proof: (The full proof is given in Section 3.3)
Consider the action of a 90◦ rotation on multiplication at a positive
crossing. In Figure 18 the top row corresponds to the pre-rotated complex
and the lower row corresponds to the complex obtained by a 90◦ rotation.
We would like construct an isomorphism sending the complex corresponding
to the upper row to the complex in the lower row. Thus since the top complex
anti-commutes we have that the lower complex also anti-commutes. Assume
the global orientations in both rows agree with the local orientations in the
pre-rotated complex so that the maps i1 and i2 are induced by the change
in local orientations. Finally let a and b denote arbitrary algebra elements.

Figure 18: 90◦ rotation on multiplication
Here i1 (a⊗b) = (a⊗b) and i2 (ab) = ab. To determine the map denoted by
f (i.e. the image under the isomorphism of m) we note that m(a⊗ b) = (ab).
Since (ab) = ab for all a and b the isomorphism sends m in the upper complex
to m in the lower complex.
Similarly, consider the action of a 90◦ rotation on co-multiplication at a
positive crossing as in Figure 19.

Figure 19: 90◦ rotation on co-multiplication
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Here i1 (a) = a and i2 (a1 ⊗ a2 ) = a1 ⊗ a2 . To determine the map denoted
by f (i.e. the image under the isomorphism of ∆) we recall an earlier
observation that ∆(a) = a1 ⊗ a2 = −(a1 ⊗ a2 ). Hence the isomorphism
sends ∆ in the upper complex to −∆ in the lower complex.
Thus if we only use orientations we see that a 90◦ rotation sends some
anti-commutative faces to anti-commutative faces while sending other anticommutative faces to commutative faces. While one may be able to find
additional methods allowing for a mix of commutative and anti-commutative
faces (the second author thanks Adam Lowrance for pointing out such a
method in [37]) we prefer to add a bit more structure to ensure uniformity.
We restate and prove this lemma in as Lemma 3.2 in the following section.

3.3

Local and Global Order

We introduce a local order on the cycles for each smoothing determined by
the labels 1 and 2 in Figure 20. As with local and global orientation we will
choose an global order for the cycles in each state in the Khovanov complex
and pre- and post-compose with maps after a local-to-global comparison. In
doing so, we are effectively moving from the tensor product to a Grassmann
algebra.

Figure 20: Canonical local orientation and order
More precisely, the global order is an arbitrary choice of labels 1, 2, . . . , n
for the n cycles in each state of the Khovanov complex. To define the local
order associated to each smoothing in a state we have two situations to
consider.
• If the labels 1 and 2 in Figure 20 appear on the same cycle we permute
the global order so that this cycle corresponds to the first element in
the local order and set the the remaining elements of the local order
to be in the same relative order as they appeared in the global order.
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• If the labels 1 and 2 appear on different cycles we permute the global
order so that the first and second elements in the local order are those
labeled 1 and 2 in Figure 20 and set the remaining elements of the
local order to be in the same relative order as they appeared in the
global order.
We can then, in addition to the pre- and post-compositions induced by
the local and global orientations (i.e. the pre- and post- composition by
the barring operation resulting from the transport of the algebraic elements
across the cut loci), pre- and post-compose the maps m and ∆ with multiplication by the sign of the permutation taking the local order to the global
order. (For a global order which is convenient for computation see Appendix A.) It should be noted that this could alternately be formalized as
a Grassmann algebra on the cycles in each state as was done by Manturov
[34].
Theorem 3.1. Using the pre- and post-compositions induced by orientation
and order, all faces of the Khovanov complex for a virtual link diagram
anti-commute.
Before we prove Theorem 3.1 we revisit and prove the 90◦ Lemma from
the previous section.
Lemma 3.2 (90◦ Lemma). A 90◦ rotation on the orientation of a crossing
does not change the anti-commutativity of a face of a Khovanov complex.
Furthermore every face of a Khovanov complex anti-commutes.
Proof. As before in Figure 21 the top row corresponds to the pre-rotated
complex and the lower row corresponds to the complex obtained by a 90◦
rotation. We construct an isomorphism between the complex corresponding
to the top row and the complex corresponding to the bottom row. Assume
the global orientations and orders in both rows agree with the local orientations and orders in the pre-rotated complex so that the maps i1 and i2 are
induced by the change in local orientations and orders. Finally let a and b
denote arbitrary algebra elements.
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Figure 21: 90◦ rotation on multiplication
Then we define i1 (a ⊗ b) = −(a ⊗ b) and i2 (ab) = ab, where the negative
sign in i1 appears due to the change in order. To determine the map denoted
by f (i.e. the image under the isomorphism of m) we note that −m(a ⊗ b) =
m(−(a ⊗ b)) = −(ab) = −ab for all a and b. Thus the isomorphism sends m
in the upper complex to −m in the lower complex.
Similarly, consider the action of a 90◦ rotation on co-multiplication at a
positive crossing as in Figure 22.

Figure 22: 90◦ rotation on co-multiplication
We note that the local orders on the right hand side do not induce
any sign changes and thus the algebra from the previous attempt remains
unchanged and the isomorphism sends ∆ in the upper complex to −∆ in
the lower complex.
The cases for the negative crossing can be handled in a similar fashion.
(Or one can reverse the horizontal arrows in the above proofs for positive
crossings and consider 90◦ counter-clockwise rotations on negative crossings.)
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Figure 23: Oriented, ordered Khovanov complex for the two-crossing unknot
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First consider the oriented versions of the diagrams
in Figure 15. It is an exercise to show that all of the corresponding Khovanov
complexes anti-commute. Note that the oriented, ordered diagram for the
2 crossing unknot is given in Figure 23. In this figure we use brackets to
denote the global order so as to distinguish it from the local orders used in
previous diagrams. If the global order in the lower left state is [a]⊗[a+1] we
see the only sign change occurs as a pre-composition in the multiplication
map and hence,
m ◦ ∆(1) = m(−(1 ⊗ X + X ⊗ 1)) = X − X = 0.
Finally by applying multiple applications of the 90◦ Lemma we see the
contra-oriented faces must also anti-commute.
Finally one must show that this construction is invariant under an oriented set of Reidemeister moves. While care must be taken due to the
additional maps produced by the source-sink orientation and ordering of
cycles, the general details are identical to the classical proofs. We refer the
reader to [1] [2] [34].
Remark 3.4. As one might expect there are issues of sign to consider when
one examines the functoriality of this construction. To define the Rasmussen
invariant one only needs functoriality up to multiplication by an element of
Q. For both this reason and to simplify the exposition we choose not to move
in that direction. However, one can get precise functoriality by applying
constructions analogous to [7] or [5] on top of the previous structure.
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Figure 24: Switch and Virtualize

3.4

Non-classicality of Virtual Knots with Unit Jones Polynomial

There is a construction that produces infinitely many non-trivial virtual
knot diagrams that have unit Jones polynomial. We shall prove here, that
all of these examples of knots with unit Jones polynomial are non-classical.
This settles a question raised in [20] and [22]. To clarify our proof we first
restate a theorem of Manturov [34] regarding the invariance of Khovanov
homology for virtual knots with arbitrary coefficients under Z-equivalence.
Theorem 3.3. Let K, K ′ be two knot diagrams obtained one from another
by Z-equivalence as depicted in Figure 25. Then there is a grading-preserving
chain isomorphism C(K) → C(K ′ ) that agrees with the local differentials.
In particular, if C(K) is a well-defined complex, then so is C(K ′ ) and their
homology groups are isomorphic.
Proof. The proof is an explicit construction of the isomorphism. We refer
the reader to Lemma 1 of Manturov [34].
We say that a classical crossing has been virtualized if it is replaced
by a crossing with the opposite orientation that is flanked by two virtual
crossings. See the illustrations for this construction in [20] and [22] and
see Figure 24 in this paper. In the Gauss diagram, a crossing is virtualized
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Figure 25: Z-equivalence
by reversing its sign and leaving its arrow unchanged. The reader should
note this very specific convention for the term virtualization. One checks,
as in Figure 24, that the Jones polynomial (via the bracket model [19]) of
a knot with a virtualized crossing is the same as the Jones polynomial of
that same knot with the crossing switched (a switch interchanges over and
under-crossing lines at the site of the crossing.). Thus, given a classical knot
diagram K, one can choose a subset S of the crossings so that switching
all of them gives an unknot diagram U = S(K) where S(K) denotes the
diagram that results from the diagram K by switching all the crossings in
the subset S. Instead of switching, we virtualize all the crossings in S to form
a virtual knot diagram V irt(K). It then follows that V irt(K) has unit Jones
polynomial, and is a non-trivial knot due to the fact that its un-oriented
Gauss code has not been changed (See [20] for the proof of non-triviality).
Theorem 3.4. If K is a non-trivial classical knot diagram and V irt(K)
is the virtual diagram described above with unit Jones polynomial, then
V irt(K) is a non-trivial and non-classical virtual diagram.
Proof. The proof follows a suggestion of Adam Lowrance to examine the virtual Khovanov homology of V irt(K). We know that V irt(K) is a non-trivial
knot. We also know, using the description of virtual integral Khovanov homology given above, that the Khovanov homology of V irt(K) is isomorphic
to the Khovanov homology of S(K) = U where S(K) is the classical unknot
obtained by switching crossings in K from the subset S of crossings used
to virtualize K to V irt(K). That is, Khovanov homology of a knot with
a virtualized crossing is the same as the Khovanov homology of the corresponding knot with that crossing switched. Thus V irt(K) has the Khovanov
homology of the unknot. If V irt(K) were equivalent to a classical knot K ′ ,
then K ′ would have the Khovanov homology of the unknot. Since by Kronheimer and Mrowka [29], Khovanov homology detects the classical unknot,
it would follow that K ′ and hence V irt(K), is unknotted. Since we know
that V irt(K) is not trivial, we know that V irt(K) is not classical.
This argument shows that all examples of virtual diagrams with unit
Jones polynomial, obtained by the virtualization construction are non - clas32

sical. There are diagrams to which the argument in the Theorem does not
apply. These are virtual diagrams with unit Jones polynomial that are not
Z-equivalent to the unknot. See [22] for such an example and for references
to previous constructions of this type due to V. O. Manturov. Previous attempts to prove such results involve using other invariants of virtual knots
and have gone on a case-by-case basis. In [8] [40] it was previously shown
that V irt(K) is non-classical for classical knots K of unknotting number
one. Knowing that all the virtualization examples are definitely non-trivial
and non-classical provides a big challenge for the search for combinatorial
proofs of these properties.

4

Lee’s Homology for Virtual Knots

4.1

Khovanov’s Universal Algebra

Before we consider calculations of Lee’s homology we first investigate the
universal Frobenius system for virtual knots. A similar investigation was
performed by Manturov [36].
Khovanov [27] showed that for classical knots the Frobenius system he
labels as F5 is universal in that all other rank two Frobenius systems can be
obtained from it via compositions of base changes and twists. Let us first
recall the definition of F5 and then apply it to the complex in Figure 23.
Following Khovanov we have F5 given by:
R5 = Z[h, t],
A5 = R5 [X]/(X 2 − hX − t),
deg(h) = 2,
deg(t) = 4
where
ǫ(1) = 0,
∆(1) = 1 ⊗ X + X ⊗ 1 − h1 ⊗ 1,
ǫ(X) = 1,
∆(X) = X ⊗ X + t1 ⊗ 1
ι(1) = 1
and set
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η(X) = 0 = η(1).
Applying this Frobenius system to the complex in Figure 23 we get
m ◦ ∆(1) = m(−(1 ⊗ X + X ⊗ 1 − h1 ⊗ 1))
= m(1 ⊗ X − X ⊗ 1 + h1 ⊗ 1) = X − X + h = h
and
m ◦ ∆(X) = m(−(X ⊗ X + t1 ⊗ 1))
= m(X ⊗ X − t1 ⊗ 1) = hX + t − t = hX.
Hence we must set h = 0 in order to have a well-defined complex. And
so the universal Frobenius system for virtual knots corresponds to the system introduced by Bar-Natan [2] and labeled by Khovanov [27] as F3 . For
completeness we restate the definition of F3 given by Khovanov as:
R3 = Z[t],
A3 = R3 [X]/(X 2 − t)
deg(t) = 4
where
ǫ(1) = 0,
∆(1) = 1 ⊗ X + X ⊗ 1,
ǫ(X) = 1,
∆(X) = X ⊗ X + t1 ⊗ 1
ι(1) = 1
and set
η(X) = 0 = η(1).
We shall call F3 the universal rank 2 Frobenius system for Khovanov
homology for virtual knots. Note that F3 is a slight generalization of the
(co)homology theory defined by Lee [30] which can be arrived at by setting
t = 1 in F3 . Furthermore, note that F3 is no longer a bi-graded homology
theory as the differentials m and ∆ are not homogeneous with respect to the
quantum grading. Never the less, one may apply a filtration to the former
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quantum gradings to arrive at a filtered theory where the quantum degree
can be reinterpreted as a filtered degree. More formally, we say a (finite
length) filtration of a complex C is a sequence of subcomplexes
0 = Cn ⊂ Cn−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cm = C.
One can associate a grading on the filtration by saying x ∈ C has grading
i whenever x ∈ Ci but x ∈
/ Ci−1 . Given a map f : C → C ′ between two
filtered chain complexes we say f respects the filtration if f (Ci ) ⊂ Ci′ and f
′ . A filtration C on C induces
is a filtered map of degree k if f (Ci ) ⊂ Ci+k
i
∗
a filtration Si on H (C) where a class [x] ∈ H ∗ (C) is in Si if and only if it
has a representative which is an element of Ci .
Rasmussen showed that when m and ∆ are viewed as maps between
chain complex, there exists the following short exact sequence ([39] Lemma
3.8)
∆ d
m d
d 1 ♯K2 ) −
d 2) −
0 → Kh(K
→ Kh(K1 ) ⊗ Kh(K
→ Kh(K1 ♯K2 ) → 0,

d represents Khovanov-Lee homology. Using this short exact sewhere Kh
quence, one can directly compute the induced filtered degrees of m and ∆
as chain maps. In particular, Rasmussen notes that when K1 and K2 are
both unknots it is a quick exercise to show that the induced filtered degree
of m and ∆ as chain maps are −1. Computing directly from F3 , one get
that the filtered degrees for ǫ and ι as chain maps are 1.
Before we can say more about the Rasmussen invariant, we must return to calculating the Khovanov-Lee homology. To do so we follow the
construction of Bar-Natan and Morrison [3] using the Karoubi envelope of
F3 to guarantee projections (i.e. maps p in the category satisfying p2 = p)
exist. We then use the projections locally at a saddle morphism to create
a surface algebra which is non-zero on the canonical generators of Lee’s homology. As in Bar-Natan and Morrison, we see that the alternately colored
smoothings are in one-to-one correspondence with orientations of the original diagram. Since, unlike classical knots, our diagrams are not planar we
must first describe the surface on which we will apply this algebra.

4.2

Checkerboard Shading on Abstract Link Diagrams

Given a virtual knot diagram D, Kamada and Kamada [17] have shown how
to construct an abstract link diagram (ALD), a (thickened) surface with
boundary, which contains D. The process for creating an ALD given a knot
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diagram is summarized in Figures 26 and 27. One can then obtain an embedding of a knot in a (thickened) orientable surface by placing (thickened)
discs along the boundary curves of the ALD. A classical knot has a diagram
with associated ALD that results in an embedding of the knot diagram in
S 2 . Kamada and Kamada [17] have also defined equivalence relations on
ALDs which yield equivalence classes called abstract links and furthermore
shown that there is a bijection between abstract links and virtual links.

Figure 26: ALD for a classical crossing

Figure 27: ALD for a virtual crossing
Here we extend the definition of ALDs to a map sending locally oriented
virtual knot diagrams with cut loci to (possibly non-orientable) surfaces by
placing Mobius bands at the cut loci. We denote the location of the Mobius
band by cross cuts on the abstract link diagram as shown in Figure 28. This
construction is similar to the twisted link theory constructed by Bourgoin [4].
Manturov has constructed a version of Khovanov homology which extends
to twisted links [35]. We believe our construction for Lee’s theory and the
Rasmussen invariant should also extend naturally to this situation and plan
to return to this case in a future paper.
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Figure 28: Cross cut ALD at a cut locus
Using the source-sink orientations of the virtual knot the ALD with cross
cuts can be checkerboard shaded using the right-hand (or left-hand) rule as
shown in Figures 29 and 30.

Figure 29: ALD checkerboard shading at a locally oriented crossing

Figure 30: ALD checkerboard shading at a cross cut

4.3

Lee’s Homology and Alternately Colored Smoothings

For the remainder of the paper we specialize F3 by setting t = 1 and hence
X 2 = 1 as in Bar-Natan and Morrison [3]. We denote the resulting homold and chain complexes by C.
b Note
ogy theory, Khovanov-Lee theory, by Kh
that this theory is no longer bi-graded theory as the maps are no longer
homogeneous with respect to the quantum grading. However a filtration
exists based on the quantum grading. At this point one could pass to spectral sequences as was first noted by Rasmussen [39]. Instead we take an
alternate approach and only return to the filtration after computing the
Khovanov-Lee homology.
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b be the category of chain complexes up to chain homotopies.
Let Cat(C)
Recall from Bar-Natan and Morrison that we may pass from the homotopy
b to the homotopy category of complexes
category of complexes Kom(Cat(C))
b without changing any equivover the Karoubi envelope Kom(Kar(Cat(C)))
alencies of complexes ([3] Proposition 3.3). The Karoubi envelope has the
advantage that every projection has an image and furthermore that, given a
projection, the objects of the original category decompose into a direct sum.
More specifically, given a projection p : O → O in an additive category then
(1 − p) is also a projection and O ∼
= Im(p) ⊕ Im(1 − p)([3] Proposition 3.2).
Following the conventions of Bar-Natan and Morrison we set
“red” = r =

1+X
2

and
“green” = g =

1−X
.
2

Then

1+X
1−X
=
=g
2
2
and so O ∼
= r ⊕ g. Diagrammatically this can be depicted by coloring the
arcs of a state as in Figure 31.
(1 − r) = 1 −

Figure 31: Red-green decomposition of a single strand
Lemma 4.1 (1. - 4. from [3] Lemma 4.1). If one defines r and g as above
then:
1. r and g are projections: r2 = r and g2 = g
2. r and g are complementary: r + g = 1
3. r and g are disjoint: r · g = 0
4. r and g are eigenprojections of X: X · r = r and X · g = −g
5. r and g are conjugates: r = g and g = r
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6. ∆(r) = 2r ⊗ r and ∆(g) = 2g ⊗ g.
Using Lemma 4.1 we can begin to prove the following theorems:
Theorem 4.2 (Generalization of [3] Theorem 1.2). Within the Karoubi
envelope the Khovanov-Lee complex of a virtual knot or link K is homotopy equivalent to a complex with one generator for each alternately coloured
smoothing of K on an ALD with cross cuts and with vanishing differentials.
Theorem 4.3 (Generalization of [3] Proposition 1.3). A virtual link K with
c-components has exactly 2c alternately coloured smoothings on an ALD with
cross cuts. These smoothings are in a bijective correspondence with the 2c
possible orientations of the c components of K.

Figure 32: Red-green decomposition at a local differential
Proof of Theorem 4.2. As Bar-Natan and Morrison have shown, Theorem
4.2 follows from Lemma 4.1 by decomposing the states of the Khovanov-Lee
complex into smaller complexes at the crossings and then reassembling the
states of the Khovanov-Lee complex in the method of a planar (or in our case
surface) algebra. In particular, consider the complex arising from a single
crossing. The A-state and B-state can be decomposed as in Figure 32. It
follows from Lemma 4.1 that the map between the A-state and B-State can
be represented by a 4 × 4 matrix which has only two non-zero entries:
0 0





[[




∼
]] = 






0













0 0 0 0 
 
0 0 0 0 





0
0
0


 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 










.



The two non-zero entries are contractible maps, one between the allred coloring and the otherbetween
the all-green coloring. Thus, up to

#
"
homotopy, we have [[

]] ∼
=

0
−
→
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.

No consider each state in the Khovanov-Lee complex as the tensor product of tangles on an ALD with cross cuts. After applying the above differential along with Lemma 4.1, we are left with a collection of states with alternating colorings at each smoothing. Finally, reassembling the Khovanov-Lee
complex and applying Lemma 4.1 reduces the remaining collection of states
to those stated in the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Figures 33 and 34 describe the bijection between
checkerboard colored ALDs with cross cuts and alternately colored smoothings. Starting with an oriented virtual knot diagram on an ALD with cross
cuts if one places a clockwise orientation on the shaded regions, an arc is
labeled red if its oriented smoothing agrees with the clockwise orientation
and otherwise is labeled green.
Going the other direction an alternately colored smoothing induces an
alternating shading on the regions of the ALD with cross cuts. Placing a
clockwise orientation on the shaded regions we can orient the red arcs so that
they agree with the clockwise orientation and green arcs disagree. This in
turn induces an orientation on the virtual knot diagram which agrees with
the red arcs. These equivalences can be depicted diagrammatically as in
Figures 33 and 34.

Figure 33: Red-green coloring and checkerboard coloring on an ALD
As an example of an application of this approach to calculating the
canonical generators of the Khovanov-Lee homology, see Figure 35 where
we show the canonical generators for a two crossing virtual knot arising
from the source-sink diagram with cut loci as given in Figure 12.
Remark 4.1. The one-to-one correspondence between checkerboard colorings of the ALD with cross cuts and the red and green labels described
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Figure 34: Red-green coloring of an ALD at a cross cut

Figure 35: The canonical generators for a two crossing virtual knot
above allows one to work solely with knot diagrams having the appropriate
red and green labels. This provides an analogous correspondence between
the Khovanov-Lee construction for virtual knots as described here and the
Khovanov-Lee constructions for classical knots found in the literature. The
latter constructions are typically described solely with labeled circle in the
plane. To emphasize this correspondence we provide Figure 36 which provides an equivalent representation of Figure 35 without the ALD.

Figure 36: An equivalent representation for the canonical generators for a
two crossing virtual knot
Remark 4.2. After posting a previous version of this paper on the arXiv it
was pointed out to the authors that, earlier the same month, Tubbenhauer
[41] posted a similar derivation of Khovanov-Lee homology for virtual knots
using the Karoubi envelope. Comparing the two constructions, there are a
few technical differences. In particular the signs appearing our Lemma 4.1
and the related lemma in his paper do not always coincide. These difference
appear to arise from the differences between our construction of Khovanov
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homology following Manturov and the cobordism approach taken in his paper.

5
5.1

Virtual Knot Cobordisms
Virtual Knot Cobordisms and the Virtual Slice Genus

The definitions and basic material from this section are from [23].
Two oriented knots or links K and K ′ are virtually cobordant if one may
be obtained from the other by a sequence of virtual isotopies (Reidemeister
moves plus detour moves) plus births, deaths and oriented saddle points,
as illustrated in Figure 37. A birth is the introduction into the diagram
of an isolated unknotted cycle. A death is the removal from the diagram
of an isolated unknotted cycle. A saddle point move results from bringing
oppositely oriented arcs into proximity and resmoothing the resulting site to
obtain two new oppositely oriented arcs. See Figure 37 for an illustration of
the process. Figure 37 also illustrates the schema of surfaces that are generated by cobordism process. These are abstract surfaces with well defined
genus in terms of the sequence of steps in the cobordism. In Figure 37 we
illustrate two examples of genus zero, and one example of genus 1. We say
that a cobordism has genus g if its schema has that genus. Two knots are
concordant if there is a cobordism of genus zero connecting them. A virtual
knot is said to be a slice knot if it is virtually concordant to the unknot, or
equivalently if it is virtually concordant to the empty knot (The unknot is
concordant to the empty knot via one death.) Finally we define the virtual
slice genus (or simply slice genus when in the virtual category) of a knot or
link to be the minimal genus of all such schema between the knot or link
and the unknot.

saddle

g=0

saddle

g=0

birth

death

g=1

Figure 37: Saddles, births and deaths
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In Figure 38 we illustrate the virtual Stevedore’s knot, VS, and show
that it is a slice knot in the sense of the above definition. We will use this
example to illustrate our theory of virtual knot cobordism, and the questions
that we are investigating.

VS

(detour move)

Figure 38: Virtual Stevedore is slice

The virtual Stevedore (V S) is an example that illustrates the viability
of this theory. One can prove that V S is not classical by showing that it is
represented on a surface of genus one and no smaller. The technique for this
is to use the bracket expansion on a toral representative of V S and examine
the structure of the state loops on that surface. See [23].

5.2

Virtual Knot Cobordisms and Seifert Surfaces

It is a well-known that every oriented classical knot or link bounds an embedded orientable surface in three-space. A representative surface of this
kind can be obtained by the algorithm due to Seifert (See [18]). We have
illustrated Seifert’s algorithm for a trefoil diagram in Figure 39. The algorithm proceeds as follows: At each oriented crossing in a given diagram K,
smooth that crossing in the oriented manner (reconnecting the arcs locally
so that the crossing disappears and the connections respect the orientation).
The result of this operation is a collection of oriented simple closed curves
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in the plane, usually called the Seifert circles. To form the Seifert surface
F (K) for the diagram K, attach disjoint discs to each of the Seifert circles,
and connect these discs to one another by local half-twisted bands at the
sites of the smoothing of the diagram. This process is indicated in the Figure 39. In that figure we have not completed the illustration of the outer
disc.
It is important to observe that we can calculate the genus of the resulting
surface quite easily from the combinatorics of the classical knot diagram K.
For purposes of simplicity, we shall assume that we are dealing with a knot
diagram (one boundary component) and leave the case of links to the reader.

T

Seifert Circles

Seifert Surface
F(T)

Figure 39: Classical Seifert surface

Lemma 5.1. Let K be a classical knot diagram with n crossings and r
Seifert circles. then the genus of the Seifert Surface F (K) is given by the
formula
(−r + n + 1)
g(F (K)) =
.
2
Proof. The surface F (K), as described prior to the statement of the Lemma,
retracts to a cell complex consisting of the projected graph of the knot
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diagram with two-cells attached to each cycle in the graph that corresponds
to a Seifert circle. Thus we have that the Euler characteristic of this suface
is given the the formula
χ(F (K)) = n − e + r
where n, the number of crossings in the diagram, is the number of zero-cells,
e is the number of one-cells (edges) in the projected diagram (from node to
node), and r is the number of Seifert circles as these are in correspondence
with the two-cells. However, we know that 4n = 2e since there are four
edges locally incident to each crossing. Thus,
χ(F (K)) = −n + r.
Furthermore, we have that χ(F (K)) = 1 − 2g(F (K)), since this surface has
a single boundary component and is orientable. From this it follows that
1 − 2g(F (K)) = −n + r, and hence
g(F (K)) =

(−r + n + 1)
.
2

T

Every classical knot diagram bounds a surface in the four-ball
whose genus is equal to the genus of its Seifert Surface.

Figure 40: Classical cobordism surface

We now observe that for any classical knot K, there is a surface bounding
that knot in the four-ball that is homeomorphic to the Seifert surface. One
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can construct this surface by pushing the Seifert surface into the four-ball
keeping it fixed along the boundary. We will give here a different description of this surface as indicated in Figure 40. In that figure we perform a
saddle point transformation at every crossing of the diagram. The result
is a collection of unknotted and unlinked curves. By our interpretation of
surfaces in the four-ball obtained by saddle moves and isotopies, we can
then bound each of these curves by discs (via deaths of circles) and obtain
a surface S(K) embedded in the four-ball with boundary K. As the reader
can easily see, the curves produced by the saddle transformations are in oneto-one correspondence with the Seifert circles for K, and it easy to verify
that S(K) is homeomorphic with the Seifert surface F (K). Thus we know
(−r + n + 1)
. In fact the same argument that we used to
that g(S(K)) =
2
analyze the genus of the Seifert surface applies directly to the construction
of S(K) via saddles and minima.

K

Seifert Circle(s) for K
Every virtual diagram K bounds a virtual orientable surface of
genus g = (1/2)(-r + n +1) where r is the number of Seifert circles,
and n is the number of classical crossings in K.
This virtual surface is the cobordism Seifert surface when K
is classical.

Figure 41: Virtual cobordism Seifert surface

Now the stage is set for generalizing the Seifert surface to a surface S(K)
for virtual knots K. View Figure 41 and Figure 42. In these figures we have
performed a saddle transformation at each classical crossing of a virtual
knot K. The result is a collection of unknotted curves that are isotopic (by
the first classical Reidemeister move) to curves with only virtual crossings.
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VS

D

g = (1/2)(-r + n + 1) = (1/2)(-3 +4 + 1) = 1.
Seifert Cobordism for the Virtual Stevedore
and for a corresponding positive diagram D.

Figure 42: Virtual Stevedore cobordism Seifert surface

Once the first Reidemeister moves are performed, these curves are identical
with the virtual Seifert circles obtained from the diagram K by smoothing
all of its classical crossings. We can then isotope these circles into a disjoint
collection of circles (since they have no classical crossings) and cap them with
discs in the four-ball. The result is a virtual surface S(K) whose boundary
is the given virtual knot K. We will use the terminology virtual surface in
the four-ball for this surface schema. In the case of a virtual slice knot, we
have that the knot bounds a virtual surface of genus zero. But with this
construction we have proved the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let K be a virtual knot diagram, then the virtual Seifert surface S(K) constructed above has genus given by the formula
g(S(K)) =

(−r + n + 1)
2

where r is the number of virtual Seifert circles in the diagram K and n is
the number of classical crossings in the diagram K.
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Proof. The proof follows by the same argument given in the classical case.
Here the projected virtual diagram gives a four-regular graph G (not necessarily planar) whose nodes are in one-to-one correspondence with the classical crossings of K. The edges of G are in one-to-one correspondence with
the edges in the diagram that extend from one classical crossing to the next.
We regard G as an abstract graph so the the virtual crossings disappear.
The argument then goes over verbatim in the sense that G with two-cells
attached to the virtual Seifert circles is a retract of the surface S(K) constructed by cobordism. The counting argument for the genus is identical to
the classical case.

6
6.1

A Rasmussen Invariant for Virtual Knot Cobordisms
Proof of Invariance

Recall that the Khovanov-Lee homology is no longer a bi-graded homology
theory as the maps are not homogeneous on the quantum grading, but can
be regarded as a filtered theory with respect to the quantum grading. As
was first shown by Rasmussen [39] the information contained in the filtered
theory is still quite powerful. In particular it allows one to get a bound on
the genus of a cobordism between two knots.
For virtual knots we use the definition of cobordism given in the previous
section. It is important to note that the Rasmussen invariant can be viewed
as an obstruction to knot concordance (a cobordism of genus 0) for knots
in a thickened surface cross an interval, Sg × I × I, by viewing the knots in
Sg × I as virtual knots. Note that in constructing such a knot concordance
the choice of embedding is very important. It is a quick exercise to show
that one can find two embeddings of the unknot in the thickened torus which
are not concordant in the sense of Turaev [42].

Figure 43: Cut loci cancelation
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Lemma 6.1. Given a canonical generator with alternating colors, one may
cancel adjacent cut loci, and the new arc takes the color of the outer arcs.
Similarly, one may add pairs of adjacent cut loci to a strand where the arc
between the cut loci takes on the opposite color to the original strand. This
equivalence is as depicted in Figure 43.
Proof. Note that this operation does not change the basis of a strand, rather
it is simply conjugation. However, if one applies cut loci cancelation to
the canonical generator on an ALD with cross cuts, this does effect the
checkerboard coloring as in Figure 44. Furthermore, to apply the cut loci
cancelation one may also need to apply an equivalence relation on the ALD
as described by Kamada and Kamada [17]. Note that this is well-defined
since the canonical generator is unique for the knot diagram.

Figure 44: Cut loci cancelation on ALD
For example see Figure 45.

Figure 45: Equivalence for canonical generator of the unknot
Remark 6.1. While the ALDs with cross cuts are essential in determining
the canonical generators we omit most reference to them in the following
proofs in order to simplify the exposition. The careful reader will note that
they play an important role in the equivalence of the Reidemeister III move
as presented below.
Remark 6.2. We will say that (canonical) generators are isomorphic (resp.
homomorphic) if there is an isomorphism (resp. homomorphism) of the
containing algebra that carries generators to generators.
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Proposition 6.2 (Generalization of Rasmussen [39] Prop 2.3 / See also
Caprau [6] Prop 2). Let C be an elementary link cobordism from D to D ′
where D to D ′ are related by a Reidemeister move. Then C induces an
d
d ′ ).
isomorphism of the canonical generators of Kh(D)
and Kh(D

Proof. As the canonical source-sink orientations are dependant on the orientation of the crossings we must show invariance under the oriented Reidemeister moves. In order to minimize the number of changes in cut loci
in the diagrams outside of where the Reidemeister move occurs we chose to
work with a set of oriented moves shown by Polyak [38], Theorem 1.2, to be
minimal.
In the following one must take care when reading orientations. The
orientations of the knot or link diagram presented in the Reidemeister moves
induce source-sink orientations on the states corresponding to the canonical
generators. These orientations and cut loci on an ALD, as defined in Section
4.3, are the orientations appearing in the complexes. As noted above we have
suppressed the ALD inside of the complex to simplify the diagrams.
Reidemeister I:
First consider the complexes arising from the Reidemeister move
. Let D0 and D1 represent the left- and right-hand sides of the
diagram respectively. Then the associated canonical generators are given by
JD0 K = (0 →
{1} → 0) and JD1 K = (0 →
→ 0) where both
canonical generators sit at homological height zero. The chain homotopies
g : D0 → D1 and f : D1 → D0 are given by g0 = Id ⊗ ǫ where ǫ occurs on
the closed cycle and f0 = Id ⊗ X · ι + X · Id ⊗ ι. Note that by Lemma 4.1 the
Id map preserves the color of the strand and furthermore the multiplication
by X in the second summand of f0 does not effect the color of the strand.
The maps for

are similar.

Reidemeister II:
Next consider the complexes arising from the Reidemeister move
. As before let D0 and D1 represent the left- and right-hand
sides of the diagram respectively. Then the associated canonical generators
are given by JD0 K = (0 →
→ 0) and JD1 K = (0 →
→ 0)
where both canonical generators sit at homological height zero. Note that
by Theorem 4.2 the the strands in the state
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of JD0 K must alternate

color. Similarly the strands in
of JD1 K must be of the same color
(due to the equivalence of ALDs [17] Corollary 4.4). The chain homotopies
g : D0 → D1 and f : D1 → D0 can be described as g0 = Saddle ⊗ ǫ, where ǫ
occurs on the closed cycle and Saddle represents a saddle-morphism (either
m, ∆ or µ depending on the connectivity of the endpoints outside of the
local diagram) and is non-zero by Lemma 4.1 on the strands of the same
color. Similarly the map f0 = Saddle ⊗ ι where ι occurs at the closed cycle.
The maps for

are similar.

Reidemeister III:
Finally consider the complexes arising from the Reidemeister move
. As before let D0 and D1 represent the left- and right-hand
sides of the diagram respectively. Then the associated canonical generators
are given by JD0 K = (0 →
→ 0) and JD1 K = (0 →
→ 0) where
both canonical generators sit at homological height zero. Before we give
the maps, we first point out the overall change in orientation in the middle
and
. This change in orientation implies that the
strand between
diagrams for the canonical generators differ by the addition (or removal) of
cut loci immediately above and below the middle strand since the sourcesink orientations are fixed outside of the local picture. (This is an equivalent
situation to what happens when one switches the source-sink orientation at
a single crossing in a virtual knot diagram.) Hence g : D0 → D1 and
f : D1 → D0 can be described as g0 = f0 = Id ⊗ Id ⊗ Id where by Lemma
4.1 the Id preserves and Id reverses the color of the strand. The resulting
canonical generators are equivalent by Lemma 6.1.
Proposition 6.3 (Generalization of Rasmussen [39] Prop 4.1 / See also
Caprau [6] Prop 3). Let C be an elementary link cobordism from K to K ′
where K and K ′ are related by a birth, death or saddle, then C induces a
d
d ′ ) satisfyhomomorphism of the canonical generators of Kh(K)
and Kh(K
ing:
d
1. If C corresponds to a birth, then any canonical generator of Kh(K)
′
d
induces two canonical generators of Kh(K
) which agree on all comd
ponents of Kh(K) other than the new one and take the two possible
values r and g on the new cycle.
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d
2. If C corresponds to a death then any canonical generator of Kh(K)
′
d
induces a canonical generator of Kh(K
) that agrees on all remaining
d
cycles of the canonical generator of Kh(K).

3. If C corresponds to a saddle then there are two situations to consider.

d
(a) If the two strands of the canonical generator of Kh(K)
involved
have different values (i.e. one labeled r and the other g) then the
induced map is zero.
d
(b) If the two strands of the canonical generator of Kh(K)
involved
have the same values (i.e. either both labeled r or both labeled g)
then the induced map takes the common value on affected compod ′ ).
nent(s) of the canonical generator of Kh(K

Proof. For the first statement, note that we do not require the ALD for
disjoint links to be connected. The ALD corresponding to a birth is an
annulus with the new cycle occurring as a central circle. This has two possible checkerboard colorings and so the claim follows. The second statement
follows from the definition of ǫ in F3 . Finally, the third statement is an
immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1. Hence we have an explicit homomord
d ′ ) which, up
phism between the canonical generators or Kh(K)
and Kh(K
to multiplication by an element in the base field, sends canonical generators
to canonical generators.
Corollary 6.4 (Generalization of Rasmussen [39] Cor 4.2 / See also Caprau
[6] Cor 2). Let C be a connected virtual knot cobordism from K to K ′ , then C
d
d ′ ).
induces an isomorphism of the canonical generators of Kh(K)
and Kh(K

Proof. Recall that any connected cobordism can be decomposed as the union
of elementary link cobordisms. Applying Propositions 6.2 and 6.3 along with
the compatibility conditions of Lemma 4.1 gives the desired result.
Definition 6.1. Let smax (K) and smin (K) be the highest and lowest filtration
d
levels of Kh(K).
Then the Rasmussen invariant of K is defined by
1
s(K) = [smax (K) + smin (K)].
2

The following proposition is a collection of properties noted and proved
by Rasmussen ([39] Propositions 3.3, 3.4 and 3.9).
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Proposition 6.5 (Properties of the Rasmussen invariant). Let K be a virtual knot and smin (K), smax (K) and s(K) be defined as in Definition 6.1.
Furthermore let K be the mirror image of K defined by changing the signs
of all crossings. Then the following properties hold:
1. smax (K) = smin (K) + 2
2. s(K) = smin (K) + 1
3. smax (K) = −smin (K)
4. smin (K) = −smax (K)
5. s(K) = −s(K)
Proof. We omit the proof of 6.5.1 as the homological algebra in the virtual
knot case follows nearly identically to that of the classical knot case as given
in Rasmussen. The only change being we must consider orientations on the
knot diagrams. 6.5.3 and 6.5.4 follow from the observation that taking the
mirror image K of a knot K produces an isomorphism of filtered complex
where the elements of filtered degree Ci in the complex for K correspond to
elements of filtered degree C−i in the complex for K. For knots, Proposition
6.5.2 is an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.5.1 and Definition 6.1.
Similarly, 6.5.5 follows from 6.5.3 and 6.5.4.
Theorem 6.6 (Generalization of Rasmussen [39] Theorem 1). Let gs (K)
denote the slice genus of the virtual knot K. Then |s(K)| ≤ 2gs (K).
Proof. Following Rasmussen [39], suppose C is a connected cobordism between K and the unknot, U , of genus g and let x be a maximal non-zero
d
element of Kh(K).
By Corollary 6.4, C induces an isomorphism, φ, between
d ). Recall that the filtered degrees of m
x and the maximal element of Kh(U
and ∆ in F3 are −1 while η and ι are 1. Hence the induced isomorphism
φ is of filtered degree -2g and s(φ(x)) ≥ s(x) − 2g. Since smax (U ) = 1
we also have that s(φ(x)) ≤ 1. Combining the two inequalities gives that
s(x) ≤ 2g + 1. Thus by Propositions 6.5.1 and 6.5.2, smax (K) ≤ 2g + 1 and
s(K) ≤ 2g. Finally to show that s(K) ≥ −2g one can repeat the argument
with K and apply Proposition 6.5.5.
Remark 6.3. We will apply Theorem 6.6 to positive virtual knots in Theorem
6.8, generalizing Rasmussen’s result which gave a combinatorial proof of a
conjecture by Milnor regarding the genus of torus knots.
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6.2

Examples and Calculations

When calculating the Rasmussen invariant for a virtual knot one only needs
to know the resulting quantum grading on the two remaining non-zero copies
of Q in the Khovanov-Lee homology. This follow directly from the definition in the previous subsection. Furthermore, to compute s(K) we will use
Proposition 6.5.2. Here we consider the class of virtual knots coming from
closures of virtual braids of the form vσ 2n where v, σ ∈ V B2 . For more on
virtual braids see [20] [24].
Knots of this form are given in Figure 46. The two crossing knot, the
closure of vσ 2 , whose source-sink diagram with cut loci was given in Figure
12 and a canonical generator was given in Figures 35 and 45, is of this
form. Furthermore all closures of braids vσ 2n have one canonical generator
generalizing the form given in Figure 35 and the other is oppositely colored
(i.e. swap red and green). Both can be simplified to a single cycle labeled
red or green via the same process as is given in Figure 45.

Figure 46: The closure of a 2-braid of the form vσ 2n
To calculate smin (K) for knots of the form appearing in Figure 46 we can
return to the original formula for the quantum grading given for Khovanov
homology. Namely for an enhanced state s, q(s) = j(s) + (n+ − 2n− ). Note
that we can do so since the canonical generators have only a since cycle.
Let s0 be the canonical state where, instead of decorating by red and
green, we decorate the single cycle of s0 by X. Then smin (K) = q(s0 ).
Hence if K is of the form given in Figure 46 we have smin (K) = −1 + 2n
and so by Proposition 6.5.2 s(K) = 2n. Thus no knot of this form is slice
and furthermore n is a lower bound on the slice genus.
While we relied on the fact that the canonical generators had only a
single cycle we could also note that the previous computation is an example
of the case of positive virtual knots. As Rasmussen first noted ([39] Section
5.2) when K is a positive knot diagram we can compute the Rasmussen
invariant directly from the canonical generators. Here we generalize this to
the case of positive virtual knots.
Lemma 6.7. If K a virtual diagram with only positive crossings (i.e. K
represents a positive virtual knot) then smin (K) = q(s0 ) = (−r+n+1) where
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r is the number of cycles in s0 and n is the number of positive crossings for
K.
Proof. Let s0 be a canonical generator of K. Since K is a positive virtual knot
diagram s0 appears in the A-state of the Khovanov complex. Since there
[
are no generators in CKh(K)
with lower homological grading it follows that
the only class homologous to s0 is s0 itself. Thus smin (K) = s([s0 ]) = q(s0 ).
To compute q(s0 ) we can, as above, consider s0 where, instead of decorating by red and green, we decorate all cycles by X. Then smin (K) =
q(s0 ) = (−r + n + 1) where r is the number of cycles in s0 and n is the
number of positive crossings for K.
Remark 6.4. If K is not a positive (or negative) virtual knot it can be difficult
to compute the invariant directly from the canonical generators. This is not
to say that the computation is not possible, but rather (in most cases) one
must compute the Rasmussen invariant via the spectral sequence. We plan
to return to this topic and consider the Rasmussen invariant for additional
classes of virtual knots in a following paper.
As an example of a calculation for a knot with both positive and negative
crossings we return to the virtual Stevedore which was shown to be slice in
Figure 38. To obtain the Rasmussen invariant one must in principle compute
the spectral sequence and determine the remaining highest and lowest nonzero quantum filtration levels. In this case the computation can be simplified
by noting that Manturov previously proved that Z-equivalence as pictured in
Figure 25 induces an isomorphism on the Khovanov complexes ([34] Lemma
1). Notice that the virtual Stevedore is Z-equivalent to the figure-eight
knot. Hence, since the Rasmussen invariant for the figure-eight knot is zero
we have that the the Rasmussen invariant for the virtual Stevedore is also
zero.
Theorem 6.8 (Generalization of Rasmussen [39] Theorem 4). If K is a pos(−r + n + 1)
itive virtual knot and gs (K) as in Theorem 6.6, then gs (K) =
2
where r is the number of virtual Seifert circles for K and n is the number of
classical crossings for K.
Proof. By Lemma 6.7 the Rasmussen invariant gives a lower bound. Lemma
5.2 shows that the lower bound is realized.
Example 6.1. The entire process of calculating the genus of a positive knot
can be depicted as in Figure 47. The upper left diagram depicts the virtual
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g
R

G

s(K)

= (1/2)(-r + n +1)

= (1/2)(-2 + 5 +1)
= 2.

G
R
G

R
G
R

G

R

Figure 47: Example calculation for a positive knot
knot and the upper right diagram uses the canonical source-sink orientations
to place cut loci on the semi-arcs of the knot diagram. After preforming the
oriented smoothing (i.e. the all-A state for the knot diagram) we have one
of the canonical generator for Lee’s homology as shown in the bottom left,
where the second canonical generator comes from swapping labels r and g.
Applying Theorem 6.8 as in the lower right, we see that gs (K) = 2.
Finally, an interesting question is: “Can the extension from the category
of classical knots to virtual knots lower the slice genus?” While we cannot
give a complete answer, for many classes of knots we can say this is false.
In particular, since the Rasmussen invariant presented here agrees with the
Rasmussen invariant as originally defined for classical knots, any classical
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knot whose slice genus equals its Rasmussen invariant has the same slice
genus in the virtual category. For instance, any (p,q)-torus knot has slice
(p − 1)(q − 1)
genus
in the virtual category.
2
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A

A Spanning Tree Expansion for Global Orders

To calculate the Khovanov homology of a virtual link diagram, we use a
method called global order propagation. This insures that the global and
local orders are consistent through out the calculation. We summarize this
method as follows:
1. Choose an arbitrary order of the components of the all A-state.
2. Choose a spanning tree for the Khovanov complex
3. Use the rules given below to propagate the global order along the
spanning tree.
The independence of the above choices is clear. Changing the order on
the all A-state induces a permutation between the two choices of orders,
which in turn determines an isomorphism between the two complexes. Similarly, a change in spanning trees is also related by a permutation. This is
inherent in the proof of anti-commutativity for each face. In the notation
below, bracketed numbers, such as [a], indicate the global order while numbers at smoothings indicate the local order (obtained from the source-sink
notation in Figure 20).
The following rules determine the propagation of the global ordering
2

1

[b]

[a]

−→
[a]

(a) Under multiplication

[a]

−→

2
1
[a + 1] [a]

(b) Under co-multiplication

[a]

−→

[a]

(c) Under the η map

Figure 48: Propagating the basis ordering.
In these rules, we see that multiplication combines two cycles with orders
[a] and [b]. On the right hand side the order is determined by having the
label [a] persist on the new cycle, and all cycles having labels with values
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greater than b get reduced by 1. (Note that it is possible that the label [a]
is also reduced if a > b.) Co-multiplication introduces cycles from a single
cycle labeled [a]. On the right hand side, global labels greater than a are
increased by 1. Then the cycle locally labeled 1 receives the global label [a]
and the cycle locally labeled 2 receives the global label [a + 1]. In the case
of the η map, the global label persists and no other change is made to the
global order.
To show anti-commutativity and independence of the spanning trees, we
consider the spanning trees along both sides of the face of a square. We
use the following rules to determine pre- and post-compositions along the
differential.
2

1

[b]

[a]

Figure 49: Two components with local and global basis orders
In the two component case, we compare the order of the global labels
[a] and [b] with the local labels. Here, we assume that the global label [a]
(respectively [b]) is associated with the local cycle 1 (respectively the local
label 2). We consider the site τ in the state s. The pre- or post-composition
transposition, denoted Pτ (s), is:
(
(−1)a+b+1 if a < b
Pτ (s) =
(−1)a+b if a > b

[a]
Figure 50: One component with global label [a]
In the single component case, the pre- and post-composition Pτ (s) depends only on the value of the global order:
Pτ (s) = (−1)a+1 .
Hence:
∂τ (s) = Pτ (s) ◦ ∂τ ◦ Pτ (s′ )
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where ∂τ is the multiplication, comultiplication or single-cycle smoothing
map occurring at τ .
We compute two examples of squares obtained from the essential atoms.
We leave the remaining cases as an exercise for the reader.
1

2

Figure 51: Example 1
We examine the complex (obtained from the two crossing unknot shown
in Figure 51) in Figure 52 . In this example, we assume that a < b in
the global ordering. We compute the two compositions ∂1 (s′ ) ◦ ∂2 (s) and
∂2 (s′′ ) ◦ ∂1 (s) and compare the results. The global basis labels have been
propagated using the rules shown in Figure 48 and so there are two global
basis orderings indicated in the last state. We must multiply by (−1)a+b+1
to move from one global basis to the other; we are required to exchange the
basis labels [a] and [b − 1] through transpositions until the global orderings
are in agreement.

[a + 1]

[a]
[a]

[b]

1
1

2

1

∂1

[b + 1]

2 2

1

/

2

∂2

∂2


[b − 1] 1

2

2

1

[b]

[a]

∂1

1

/ [b − 1]

2

2
[b]

1

Figure 52: Anti-commuting square
The map ∂1 (s) indicates a ∆ map and its associated pre- and post compositions. The ∆ map acts on the loop with global order [a] so that the precomposition is (−1)a+1 . The post-composition has the form (−1)a+(a+1)+1
since the loop [a] splits into two loops; giving rise to the labels [a] and [a+1].
This necessitates an adjust in the global label of the other loop to [b + 1].
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Consequently,
∂1 (s) = (−1)a+(a+1)+1 ∆(−1)a+1 = (−1)a+1 ∆.

(1)

We examine the diagram and determine the pre- and post composition for
∂2 (s′′ ):
pre :(−1)(a+1)+(b+1)
post :(−1)b+1
Note that ∂2 (s′′ ) involve multiplication, joining the loops labeled [a + 1] and
[b + 1]. One loop is eliminated and the loop labeled [b + 1] has local ordering
1; the new loop is given ordering [b] and labeling of all loops lower in the
order is reduced. Hence:
∂2 (s′′ ) = (−1)b+1 m(−1)(a+1)+(b+1) = (−1)a+1 ∆.

(2)

Combining Equations 1 and 2, we determine that
∂2 (s′′ ) ◦ ∂1 (s) = (−1)0 m ◦ ∆.

(3)

Now, we consider ∂2 (s) which acts on loops labeled [a] and [b]. Since the
loops are reverse ordered with regard to the local order, the pre-composition
map is (−1)a+b . The post-composition map is determined by the global label
[b − 1] (inherited from the loop with local ordering 1) and has value (−1)b .
We determine that
∂2 (s) = (−1)a+b m(−1)b = (−1)a m.

(4)

We evaluate the pre- and post-composition maps for ∂1 (s′ ), noting that
the sequence of maps has produced a global basis different from the other
composition of maps. The pre-composition map is (−1)b since ∂1 (s′ ) involves
the co-multiplication map. The post-composition map is (−1)(b−1)+b+1 since
the loops are globally labeled [b − 1] and [b] and are not reverse ordered with
regard to the local ordering. We obtain
∂1 (s′ ) = (−1)b ∆(−1)(b−1)+b+1 = (−1)b ∆

(5)

Combining Equations 4 and 5, we see that
∂1 (s′ ) ◦ ∂2 (s) = (−1)a+b ∆ ◦ m.
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(6)

2

1

Figure 53: Example 2

[a]

1

2

2

1

[a + 1] 1

/

2



2

1

∂1
1

/

∂2

[a + 2]

[a]


[a + 1]
2
1

1

2

∂1

∂2
[a]

[a]

[a + 1]

[a + 1]

2 2

1

[a + 2]

[a]

Figure 54: Anti-commuting square
After applying the transition maps required to bring the global orderings
into agreement, we determine
(−1)a+(b−1)+1 ∂1 (s′ ) ◦ ∂2 (s) = (−1)1 ∆ ◦ m.

(7)

so that the square anti-commutes.
In Figure 53, we see a two crossing diagram that leads to one of the
most complicated interactions between the local order and the global order
as shown in Figure 54. In this square, the final state contains three loops
and the labeling obtained by the propagation rules is different for all three
loops. Here, we assume that the spanning tree agrees with the upper level
and hence the local order on the upper level agrees the global order. As a
result, the lower global order will need to be adjusted through a series of
transpositions of labels.
In the initial state, there is a single loop with the global order label [a].
The maps ∂1 (s) and ∂2 (s) both involve the co-multiplication, so that the
pre-composition map is (−1)a+1 . We determine that
∂1 (s) = (−1)a+(a+1)+1 ∆(−1)a+1
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(8)

The propagation rules induce the illustrated global order. Next, we compute
that
∂2 (s′′ ) = (−1)(a+1)+(a+2)+1 ∆(−1)(a+1)+1 .
(9)
Combining Equations 8 and 9, we determine that
∂2 (s′′ ) ◦ ∂1 (s) = (−1)1 ∆ ◦ ∆.
Next,
∂2 (s) = (−1)a+(a+1)+1 ∆(−1)a+1

(10)

∂1 (s′ ) = (−1)(a+1)+(a+2)+1 ∆(−1)(a+1)+1 .

(11)

and
Using Equations 10 and 11:
∂1 (s′ ) ◦ ∂2 (s) = (−1)∆ ◦ ∆.

(12)

We note that the global order on the loops (from left to right) that was
propagated by the upper maps is [a], [a + 2], [a + 1]. The lower ordering is:
[a + 1], [a + 2], [a]. We determine that a sequence of three transpositions
corrects the global order. Hence the lower maps are
(−1)3 ∂1 (s′ ) ◦ ∂2 (s) = ∆ ◦ ∆

(13)

As a result, the square obtained from the diagram shown in Figure 53 anticommutes.
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